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Security Incident Response Needs  
a Unified Platform

An effective Security Incident Response Platform must provide case management, enable 

adaptable remediation via multiple automation strategies, and support systematic knowledge 

capture. It reduces risk, speeds incident resolution, and optimizes security personnel by 

operating across all technical teams involved in incident response.

Executive Summary

Security incident response needs a new set of paradigms to face today’s 

fast-evolving threat landscape and resource constraints. Personnel across 

security, network, and other technical operations teams must work in concert 

to respond to security incidents. These challenges call for a holistic approach 

to security incident response that combines systematic case management 

with adaptive automation and optimizes human capital. 

This promise has yet to be fulfilled by recent efforts in closed-loop security 

incident response automation. A unified Security Incident Response (SIR) 

platform is called for, the concepts and technology components of which 

are described herein. An assessment is also offered to gauge a Security 

Operations Center’s readiness to employ a unified SIR platform.
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Security Faces Significant Unresolved Challenges

Today’s Security Operations Center (SOC) is inherently at risk. According to respected IT analyst firm Enterprise 
Strategy Group, the majority of security professionals report cybersecurity analytics and operations were “much more 
difficult” in 2017 than they were two years prior(1). This is no wonder, as the arms-race nature of security (in which threat 
actors work constantly to outwit security efforts) has coupled with challenges like crime-fighting administration, skills 
shortage(2), and friction between finite personnel and ever-growing incident volume(3).

Inadequately-handled security incidents have caused massive business damage, and new security incidents are 
reported daily. For example, in the first half of 2017, WanaCrypt0r ransomware attacks (only one of several major 
malware campaigns to surface that year) shut down hospitals(4), factories(5), banks(6), and more(7), tallying an estimated 
$8 billion USD in total economic damage according to cyber risk economic modeling firm Cyence(8). Beyond incurring 
potentially-significant remediation costs(9), security breaches also harm organizational reputation and have been 
shown to depress share prices measurably and long term(10).

Existing approaches to security incident response management have fallen short on their promise to help security 
teams respond to threats quickly and effectively, leaving enterprises exposed. Investments in threat detection 
coupled with reliance on:

• Static playbooks and processes, 
• Point solutions (e.g., single-purpose validation scripts, closed-loop security automation software, siloed 

logging tools, etc.)
• Manpower (especially absent cooperation with other technology operations teams)

have not only failed to stem the tide, but have also created a new set of issues for SOCs. For example, improved 
threat detection has created unmanageable volumes of alerts and false positives for security teams. These 
volumes drive “alert fatigue,” a condition in which busy security staff become desensitized to alerts. As a result, the 
overwhelmed security team ignores or fail to respond quickly to warnings of real security incidents (11). 

In sum, today’s SOC contends with fallout from issues like:

• Alert fatigue 
• Procedural obsolescence 
• Swivel chairing
• Unauditable manual triage 
• Subject-matter expert (SME) bottlenecks

These issues prevent the SOC from keeping pace with new threats, 
cause missed security incidents, and slow security incident response. 
This increases the risk of data loss and unmitigated systems damage in 
a breach. In serious cases the affected organization suffers significant 
reputational damage as well as revenue and job loss as a result (12).

Automation to the Rescue– or is it?

Automation shows much promise to speed security incident response, optimize SOC personnel, and reduce risk in 
remediation. However, closed-loop automation approaches are insufficient for the unique needs of security teams. 

Security incidents are complex, and attackers constantly adapt their approaches. So only a small minority of 
incidents can be completely anticipated and automated end-to-end(13). This means attempting to simply outsource 
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security operations to automation is at best a naive proposition. In addition to its limited coverage, closed-loop (aka 
end-to-end) automation requires continual time- and resource-intensive updates to remain useful--a recipe for 
abandonment in the fast-moving world of security teams. 

Adding automation to your SOC as yet another point solution introduces risk, as a patchwork of point solutions 
fosters inefficient, error-prone processes. Often referred to as “swivel chairing,” an analyst working across multiple 
tools suffers procedural inconsistencies, workflow slowdowns, and undocumented actions. A fragmented technical 
environment puts undue reliance on a security analyst’s individual skill level and focus, and it thus jeopardizes the 
SOC’s ability to perform key functions like preserving evidence and creating audit trails for post-hoc analysis.

In addition, security automation point solutions silo the SOC from other technical operations teams (e.g., network 
operations), which decelerates security incident response. While security team members lead investigations and 
ascertain the required response to a given security incident, many remediation actions must be executed on systems 
beyond the SOC’s purview. Hence the security team must work cooperatively with network and other technical 
operations teams in security incident response. 

Security automation point solutions undermine this critical cross-team cooperation in security incident response. This 
is because point solutions fail to provide important shared utilities and records (e.g., case management, adaptable 
remediation procedures, multiple automation strategies, knowledge capture, etc.) for all involved technical teams. As 
a result, important remediation work experiences discrepancies, choke points, and a lack of documentation, which 
slow incident response and stymie post-hoc forensics, evidence preservation, and compliance. 

Why Security Incident Response Automation Must Unite with 
Case Management

Successfully managing security incidents requires orchestrating, executing, and recording cross-functional incident 
response activities. Orchestrating and recording cross-functional security incident response work is achieved in case 
management, while investigation and remediation activities are supported by security incident response automation. 

Case management is distinct from both ticketing and project management. As a security incident represents 
a (potential or realized) digital crime, a Case provides enforcement-grade evidence and task logging of the 
investigation and remediation. During an incident, critical systems may be impacted, and case management provides 
data to guide (and justify) the security team’s difficult choices. Case management also ensures compliance with 
governmental regulations, as strict standards (some carrying hefty fines(14)) exist for security incident handling, 
tracking, and reporting. Finally, case management supports important post-mortem forensic investigations of  
closed incidents.

To handle security incidents robustly, one must unify the entire security incident response workflow. Thus security 
incident response automation must work hand in hand with case management. Such unification supports critical 
incident information capture, promotes the security team’s ability to focus on investigation and remediation during an 
incident, and reduces future process vulnerabilities.  

Why Security Uniquely Needs Human-Guided Automation 

A security analyst’s work is often non-routine(15), and the threat landscape is constantly evolving. So security incident 
response automation must be pliable while in use and easily adaptable over time. Such automation harmonizes 
with a human’s agile decision-making process and undergoes constant procedural optimization. This intelligent, 
improvisational framework is referred to as “human-guided automation.” 
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Human-guided automation smoothly integrates human-directed activities and decisions with machine automation, 
and in so doing it provides the security team many benefits. 

• Human-guided automation can perform system validations in moments, saving significant time and ensuring 
an analyst enters a resolution procedure fully armed with required information

• As it’s integrated with human-readable instructions, human-guided automation reinforces a security analyst’s 
engagement with the security team’s knowledge repository. The analyst gains efficiencies from built-in 
automations, so he or she consistently refers to and follows best-practice procedures 

• Human-guided automation ensures security analysts make correct decisions in complex technical scenarios, 
as it summarizes results in non-technical terms while preserving a complete data set for security engineers 

• When its commands are built with network operations, IT, and other technical operations groups, human-
guided automation extends the security team’s reach in both investigation and remediation. Human-guided 
automation allows NOC experts to package specific actions as automations and empowers security analysts 
to execute these actions in their domain

• Its combination of manual and automated actions lets human-guided automation handle use cases too 
complex to automate fully (i.e., via closed-loop automation). This open architecture of knowledge- and 
automation-based procedures supports a phased approach to automation in the SOC and allows for organic 
growth of the automated toolkit over time 

Close The Gap: The Foundations of Your Ideal (Unified)  
SIR Platform

SOC leadership must guarantee the security team’s 
execution of all steps required to properly investigate and 
resolve every security incident--quickly and efficiently. So 
an ideal Security Incident Response (SIR) platform must 
accelerate variable security investigations and remediations 
with an ever-improving toolkit, as well as ensure complete 
documentation and evidence preservation. Disconnected 
and brittle automation solutions have only brought security 
teams partway. A new paradigm, a Unified SIR platform, is 
needed, to merge not just case management and incident 
resolution, but also the complementary strengths of human 
and machine.

Response Orchestration for Effective Activation 
Specifically, a Unified SIR platform captures and manages the logistics of a security incident investigation. Commonly 
referred to as “case management,” “investigation management,” and “response orchestration,” these abilities cover 
creating, tasking, and tracking a security incident. A Unified SIR platform adds to these the direct execution of 
response actions and out-of-the-box guidance for security teams. Firmly connecting case management to security 
incident response in this manner is critical for compliance as well as post-hoc forensics and analytics.

Left Shifting to Empower Front-Line Resources 
To accelerate security incident response and optimize SOC personnel, a Unified SIR platform enables “left 
shifting” of tasks. To left shift is to offload tasks from smaller resource pools to larger resource pools via procedure 
standardization, documentation, and automation. Rather than allowing incidents to escalate from the security analyst 
to more highly-skilled, scarce resources (i.e., security engineers and other SMEs), left shifting pushes captured expert 
knowledge and ability to the front lines. In this way, left shifting empowers both automations and analysts to quickly 
resolve security incidents and limit damage without slow and costly escalations.

A new paradigm, a Unified SIR 

platform, is needed, to merge 

not just case management and 

incident resolution, but also the 
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Left shifting security incident response with automation is 
distinct from just outsourcing security incident response to 
automation. In the face of the ever-evolving threat landscape, 
trying to replace everything a security analyst does with  
end-to-end automation only addresses part of the picture. The 
cost and latency of such development work all but guarantees 
a quickly obsolete output. Instead, left shifting allows security 
operations to memorialize valuable SME knowledge and 
empower analysts to do more. Left shifting achieves this by 
efficiently load balancing between the strengths of automated 
and human-based approaches to incident resolution.

Multiple Automation Strategies for Incident Response Processes  
To guarantee adherence to best practices, a Unified SIR platform connects security analysts to precise,  
context-based, prescriptive instructions. For a given security incident, analysts need support in identifying the  
correct resolution procedure, following it, and understanding the meaning of investigation results. A Unified  
SIR platform achieves this by providing:

• Clear process navigation 
• Easily executable automations directly within playbooks
• In-line automation results with appropriately summarized technical details

To increase speed and reduce risk during investigation and remediation, a Unified SIR platform includes automations 
spanning the full spectrum of complexity--from basic operational tasks to sophisticated and flexible machine actions. 
Based on the type and risk profile of a given incident, a Unified SIR platform responds differently. In recognizing 
common and well-known attacks, it engages automated responses without requiring human intervention. In complex 
situations and against novel threats, a Unified SIR platform employs human-guided automation to support and speed 
human investigation and action.

Enterprise Readiness for Reliability at Scale
To minimize the risk inherent in the introduction of new security software, a Unified SIR platform is itself proven 
secure and vetted at enterprise scale. The most demanding operational environments experience millions of 
events daily, some fraction of which represent potential security incidents. So a Unified SIR platform can execute 
a similar magnitude of automations while supporting mission-critical activity. Such a platform meets carrier-class 
requirements like redundancy and multi-tenancy on a stable and well-tested architecture.

Add It Up: What a Unified SIR Platform Does for Security Teams
A Unified SIR platform empowers your SOC to address widespread threats like phishing, exfiltration, ransomware, and 
lost devices (to name a few) more quickly, efficiently, and safely than ever before. For example, against a phishing 
attack a Unified SIR platform:

• Saves SOC bandwidth from false alarms 
• Identifies whether a larger phishing campaign is at play 
• Activates immediate cross-functional incident response 
• Enables SOC-driven resolution without delay
• Precisely documents every step for future use by forensics 

What typically took on the order of days to achieve is instead done in minutes(16) with a Unified SIR platform, along 
with less risk of missed incidents, remediation errors, and record gaps. These results are achieved by a synergism of 
end-to-end automated validation, case management, and human-guided automation, which reduces escalations and 
IT resource engagements.

Left shifting pushes captured 

expert knowledge and ability 

to the front lines.
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Key Technology Components of a Unified SIR Platform

The previously-discussed elements of a Unified SIR platform are powered by key technology components and 
features. For example, the objectives of left shifting to empower front-line resources and multiple automation 
strategies for incident response processes are realized via “active-response playbooks.” While case management 
and response orchestration are underpinned by process orchestration workflows (and notifications), collaborative 
resolution capabilities, and “dynamic investigation records.”

Active-Response Playbooks
Security teams aiming to realize the value of intelligent security incident response automation require a SIR platform 
able to create and manage “active-response playbooks.” A Unified SIR platform’s active-response playbooks, like 
traditional security playbooks, provide guidance for all technical teams and individuals involved in the security 
incident response. However, active-response playbooks go beyond static guidance. In particular, active-response 
playbooks dynamically adapt to the security analyst’s findings in a specific security incident, allow the analyst to 
invoke embedded automation to quickly and reliably execute commands that previously required security and IT 
SMEs, and systematically capture all results in the incident.

Active-response playbooks rely upon several critical technology components, including open procedure 
documentation, procedure-embedded automations, the ability to act on third-party applications from within guided 
procedures, and automation-enabled decision support.

Active-Response Playbook Components

Open Procedure 
Documentation

Open procedure documentation, besides defining procedures and instructions required to diagnose 
and resolve incidents, also readily absorbs analyst feedback and evolves with interaction.

Procedure-Embedded 
Automations

Procedure-embedded automations allow security analysts to execute automations and partial 
automations directly within a given procedure using analyst-entered variables, contextual parameters 
from the case, and previous automation execution results.

Third-Party Actions
The ability to take action on third-party applications from within guided procedures enables the SOC 
team to perform traditionally IT-owned activities.

Automated Decision Support

Automation-enabled decision support leads security analysts to the correct next step in any 
resolution process based on the results of automated diagnostics and analysis. This feature’s utility 
extends with up-leveled automation results, a powerful decisioning subcomponent that summarizes 
technical information and suggests value judgements to the security analyst.

Case Management and Response Orchestration

Security teams partner with network, IT, desktop support, and other technical operations teams (and possibly legal, 
human resources, public relations, and other groups as well) in security incident response, so case management and 
response orchestration are essential for enterprise security operations. A Unified SIR platform delivers against these 
coordination and documentation requirements via built-in case management, process orchestration workflows (and 
notifications), collaborative resolution capabilities, and “dynamic investigation records.” 

Built-In Case Management
Successful security operations must have a single point of response orchestration for all security incidents. A Unified 
SIR platform provides this orchestration by creating and tracking incidents, assigning task owners, tagging artifacts, 
and capturing work notes. Security teams work faster and more effectively when freed from having to manually 
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transcribe evidence and actions. A Unified SIR platform both manages cases and executes incident resolution 
automations, and in this way it covers all activities seamlessly. 

Process Orchestration Workflows
To reduce handoff errors and latency during a security incident, a Unified SIR platform offers process orchestration 
workflows (including notifications). Different incidents require different activities, assignments, and workflows. So 
a Unified SIR platform supports mapping workflow templates and active-response playbooks to various incident 
response scenarios. 

Collaborative Resolution
A SIR platform offering collaborative resolution capabilities can help optimize SOC personnel and speed major 
incident resolution. Collaboration features allow analysts to work together to troubleshoot and resolve security 
incidents. However, unlike point collaboration tools, a Unified SIR platform’s collaborative capabilities integrate with 
case records, instant messaging, and mailing lists so messages sent on any channel are automatically preserved in 
the case.

Dynamic Investigation Records
Legal, compliance, and forensics teams can be empowered post incident by a SIR platform offering “dynamic 
investigation records.” Capitalizing on its direct involvement in incident response, a Unified SIR platform’s dynamic 
investigation records:

• Capture a detailed log of processes followed (by both humans and machines) during an incident
• Retain results of all activities, automations, and authorization requests
• Note any deviations from recommended processes

These dynamic investigation records are thus critical to both compliance and post-incident analytics.

Are You Ready for a Unified SIR Platform?

A Unified SIR platform is a powerful operating system that drives security teams to top-level performance. SOC 
leadership is charged with providing the fastest possible response and resolution to any security incident, calling 
on the most reliable and efficient resources available. Realizing this directive requires explicit process guidance, 
thoughtful automation, and effective knowledge management. As seen above, this is achieved by integrated 
response orchestration for effective activation, left shifting to empower front-line resources, multiple automation 
strategies for incident response processes, and an enterprise-ready architecture.

You can determine if now’s the right time to bring a Unified SIR platform into your SOC by surveying your installed 
technologies, existing processes, and current incident resolution challenge areas. 
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Consider the Following Questions:

Unified SIR Platform Readiness Questionaire Yes No

Is your security team unable to investigate all security incidents?

Does your security team lack experts who have sufficient knowledge to investigate and remediate security  
incidents independently?

Do security incident responses in your organization require collaboration between SOC and other technical groups  
(e.g., NOC)?

Does your security team take too long to investigate and remediate security incidents?

Do your security and IT teams encounter communication-related slowdowns during security incident responses?

Do you have detection software installed that provides you many potential threat alerts that your security team needs to 
validate?

Is your security team currently using multiple tools to validate, investigate, remediate, and document security incidents?

Is your security team working without the benefit of written playbooks, or with playbooks that may be out of date?

Does your security team lack a robust process for documenting and updating security incident response procedures?

Is your forensics team challenged in their investigations by insufficient artifacts or poor documentation of incident  
resolution activities?

If you answered “yes” to three or more of these questions, your security organization may be ready to realize the 
immense benefits of a Unified SIR platform. 

To see a Unified SIR platform in action, learn more about the Resolve Systems security incident response platform,  
or chat about your security team’s goals with an incident response and automation expert, visit us at  
https://www.resolvesystems.com/.

https://www.resolvesystems.com/
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About Resolve Systems

Resolve Systems is an enterprise-wide incident response and automation solution for IT Operations, Security 
Operations, Network Operations and service desk teams.

Resolve accelerates incident response and resolution by supplying engineers with partially or fully customized 
human-guided automations, powerful real-time incident collaboration and the omnipresence to orchestrate existing 
systems, across silos.

Headquartered in Irvine, California with Operations in EMEA and APAC, Resolve Systems supports Fortune 500 
customers around the world and is majority owned by funds affiliated with Insight Venture Partners, a leading global 
private equity and venture capital firm investing in high-growth technology and software companies.
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